
Fast and Simple Nested FixpointsHelmut SeidlFB IV { InformatikUniversit�at TrierD{54286 Trier, Germanyemail: seidl@psi.uni-trier.deSeptember 2, 1996AbstractWe give an alternative proof of the result ofLong et al. in [12] that nested �xpoint expres-sions e of alternation depth d > 1 can be evalu-ated over a complete lattice of height h in timeO(d�(h�jejd�1 )dd=2e+1). The advantage of our proofis that it is both extremely short and extremelysimple.Keywords: Evaluation of �xpoint expres-sions, hierarchical systems of equations, model-checking.1 IntroductionSince Kozen's seminal paper [11] on modal �{calculus in 1983, this logic has been widelyused for the speci�cation of properties of con-current processes (see, e.g., [13, 14]). Espe-cially, the model-checking problem, i.e., thequestion to determine whether or not a givensystem satis�es a formula, has attracted atten-tion.In [8], Emerson and Lei presented an algorithmwhere the exponent in the worstcase complex-ity is given by d + 1 where d is the alterna-tion depth of the formula to be veri�ed. Theirmethod has been re�ned by Cleaveland, Kleinand Ste�en [7]. For formulas of alternationdepth 1, even linear algorithms have been pro-posed (see, e.g., [2], [1] or [6]). For other impor-tant fragments of �{calculus, Emerson, Jutlaand Sistla exhibited polynomial algorithms [9]

which were slightly improved by Bhat andCleaveland [4].A major improvement in the general case hasbeen achieved by Long et al. [12]. They pointedout that the exponent in the worst case com-plexity can be lowered even to \about" d=2+1.Their paper explains the method for certainspecial kinds of formulas. Nevertheless, the ar-gumentation is non{trivial and involved. Theirresult itself, however, is (at least in our opin-ion) so important that a simpler explanation isworthwhile. In fact, our argumentation turnsout to be almost trivial. Our idea consists inremoving one sort of �xpoint iterations simplyby syntactical iteration, i.e., unfolding. Thewhole art consists in doing so without overlyincreasing the size of the resulting system.To make our idea precise, this short note isorganized as follows. Section 2 introduces ba-sic notions concerning (hierarchical) systems ofequations. Section 3 deals with the case of al-ternation depth 1. Section 4 formalizes ouridea of syntactical removal of �xpoint itera-tions and derives the main result. Section 5contains a brief discussion of our method andconcludes.2 A Fixpoint CalculusIn essence, the model-checking problem for �{formulas boils down to the evaluation of a �x-point expression like�x1:f1 (�x2:f2 (hx1; x2); �y:g (hx1; y))1



over some �nite complete lattice. Instead ofde�ning such kinds of expressions (togetherwith their semantics) formally, we prefer to in-troduce the slightly more exible concept ofhierarchical systems of equations. In a subse-quent example, we hope to convince the readerthat �xpoint expressions very easily can betranslated into our formalism.Assume we are given a �nite complete latticeD of height h, i.e., the maximal number of el-ements in a strictly increasing sequenced0 @ d1 @ : : : @ drin D equals h + 1. Let 
 denote a set of op-erator symbols where each f 2 
 denotes amonotonic function [[f ]] : Dk ! D for somek � 1.As right hand sides of equations we allow ex-pressions built up from formal variables fromsome set Y and constants by application of op-erators from 
. The set of all these expres-sions is denoted by E
[D(Y). Every expressione 2 E
[D(Y) denotes a function [[e]] : (Y !D) ! D. This function is monotonic since alloperations in 
 are monotonic.A hierarchical system of equations with freevariables from F is a pair (S;H). S is the �nitebasic set of equations x = ex; x 2 X , where forevery x, ex is an expression in E
[D(X [ F),and H is a hierarchy on X . A hierarchy con-sists of a sequence H = (hXk; �ki; : : : ; hX1; �1i)of mutually disjoint nonempty sets Xj whereX � X1 [ : : : [ Xk together with quali�cations�j 2 f�; �g. Intuitively, hierarchy H on S isintroduced in order to reect the nesting ofscopes of variables within which �xpoint iter-ation is performed. The set X0 = Xn(X1 [: : : [ Xk) represents the \non{recursive" aux-iliary variables. We assume a suitable linearordering \�" on X0 such that y 2 X0 occursin right hand side ex; x 2 X0, only if y < x.Fixpoint iteration is (potentially) performedon the variables in X1 [ : : : [ Xk. These aretherefore also called iteration variables.Example 1 Assume we are given a �xpointexpression like� � �x1:f1 (�x2:f2 (hx1; x2); �y:g (hx1; y))

A representation of this formula by a hierarchi-cal system is obtained by introducing an extraequation for each �xpoint subexpression. Forour example this gives set S consisting of:x1 = f1 (x2; y)x2 = f2 (hx1; x2)y = g (hx1; y)Hierarchy H now is obtained by dividing theset of �xpoint variables of � into \layers"within which only �xpoints of the same kindoccur. Thus for our example formula �, H =(hX2; �i; hX1; �i) where X1 = fyg and X2 =fx1; x2g.Auxiliary variables can be introduced for re-turning the result for the whole formula (incase it does not have a �xpoint on top level)or to remove multiple occurrences of the samesubexpression. In our example, we could intro-duce a fresh auxiliary variable z to receive thevalue for hx1. This results in the following setof equations: x1 = f1 (x2; y)x2 = f2 (z; x2)y = g (z; y)z = hx1 2Usually, if H is understood, we write S for thehierarchical system. We also denote the factthat Xj is quali�ed with �j by Xj : �j.Fix some 0 � j � k, and let X 0 = X0[ : : :[Xj.Then the j{th subsystem Sj of S is given by thebase set of equations x = ex; x 2 X 0; togetherwith hierarchy Hj = (hXj ; �ji; : : : ; hX1; �1i).Note that the free variables of Sj are containedin F [ Xj+1 [ : : : [ Xk.An environment � for S is a mapping � : F !D. The solution of S relative to environment �in D, denoted by [[S]] �, is a mapping X ! D.It is de�ned by induction on length k of hi-erarchy H. If k = 0, then no �xpoint itera-tion is necessary. Values [[S]] � x; x 2 X0, areobtained by successively evaluating right handsides according to ordering \�". Formally, let2



X0 = fx1; : : : ; xmg where x1 < : : : < xm,and assume � : fx1; : : : ; xj�1g ! D, given by� xi = [[S]] � xi, i < j, has already been de-�ned. Then [[S]] � xj = [[exj ]] (� + �). Notethat we use the \+"{operator to combine twofunctions with disjoint domains into one.For k > 0, let X 0 = XnXk and Sk�1 denote the(k�1){th subsystem of S. Consider monotonicfunction G : (Xk ! D) ! Xk ! D givenby G � x = [[ex]] (� + � + [[Sk�1]] (� + �)).In case Xk is quali�ed as �, let �� denote theleast �xpoint of G. Otherwise, let �� denote thegreatest �xpoint of G. Then [[S]] � is de�nedby [[S]] � x = �� x if x 2 Xk and [[S]] � x =[[Sk�1]] (�+ ��) x if x 2 X 0.Fact 1 Assume k > 1 and S is sys-tem of equations with hierarchy H givenby (hXk; �ki; hXk�1; �k�1i; : : : ; hX1; �1i). If�k = �k�1 then for every environment�, S together with H has the same solu-tion as S together with hierarchy (hXk [Xk�1; �ki; hXk�2; �k�2i; : : : ; hX1; �1i). 2It follows that we can always remove suc-cessive occurrences of �'s or �'s in the hi-erarchy until we end up with a hierarchy(hXk; �ki; : : : ; hX1; �1i) where �j 6= �j�1 for allj > 1. Systems with this property are callednormalized. The length k of the hierarchy of anormalized system is also called its alternationdepth. Note that we deviate here from the de�-nitions in [4], [7] or [8] for formulas. the de�ni-tions there reect the possibility of extractingclosed formulas and computing their meaningsonce and for all beforehand. It is for simplicitythat we refrain from integrating a similar ideafor hierarchical systems of equations into ourde�nition and algorithm but remark that suchan optimization is clearly possible as well.3 Systems with AlternationDepth 1In order to formally estimate computationalcosts, let us assume that our algorithm is im-plemented on a Random Access Machine with

uniform cost measure, i.e., storing and retriev-ing elements from D, comparing elements fromD for equality and applying operators from 
are all counted for 1. Accordingly, we de�nethe size of system S as jSj =Px2X 1+ jexj. Incase the alternation depth of system S equals1, computation of the solution reduces to thetask of computing the least (resp. greatest) so-lution of an ordinary system of equations overcomplete lattice D. This can be done by astandard worklist algorithm. We conclude:Proposition 2 Given a system S of alterna-tion depth 1 and environment � for the freevariables in S, the solution of S can be com-puted in time O(h � jSj). 24 Syntactical Removal of Fix-point IterationsThe idea of our algorithm is based on the triv-ial observation that in a lattice of height h, theleast �xpoint is reached after at most h iter-ations. De�ne the n{th iterate of g on d byg0 d = d and for n > 0, gn d = g (gn�1 d). Wehave:Observation 3 If g : D ! D is monotonicthen the least �xpoint (resp. greatest �xpoint)of g is given by gh? (resp. gh>). 2The same observation holds true for mono-tonic mapping g : (Y ! D) ! (Y ! D)if exponent h is replaced with exponent q =h � #Y where #Y denotes the cardinality ofset Y. So let S denote a normalized sys-tem of alternation depth k + 1 with hierarchy(hXk+1; �k+1i; : : : ; hX1; �1i). For every q � 1and � : Xk+1 ! D, we construct systemSh�; qi with alternation depth k. Sh�; qi is ob-tained from S by (syntactically) unrolling theiteration on the variables in Xk+1.De�ne X 00 = fhx; ji jx 2 X ; 0 � j < qg, andX 0 = X [ X 00. Sh�; qi consists of the equa-tions x = e0x; x 2 X 0, together with hier-archy (hX 0k; �ki; : : : ; hX 01; �1i) where for j =1; : : : ; k, X 0j = Xj [ fhx; ii jx 2 Xj; 0 � i < qg.3



The right hand sides e0x of the equations arede�ned as follows.If x 2 Xk+1, then� e0x is obtained from ex by replacing eachoccurrence of variable y 2 X with hy; q �1i;� e0hx;0i = � x, and� for j > 0, e0hx;ji is obtained from ex by re-placing each occurrence of variables y withhy; j � 1i.If x 2 XnXk+1, then� e0x � ex, and� for all j, e0hx;ji is obtained from ex by re-placing each occurrence of y 2 X withhy; ji.Intuitively, Sh�; qi is obtained by taking q ex-tra copies of S. The variables hx; ji, x 2 Xk+1,are meant to receive the j{th iteration for vari-able x. hx; 0i receives the start value � x for theiteration whereas for j > 0, the value of hx; ji iscomputed relative to the values of hy; j�1i, i.e.,the former approximation. Finally, variables xreceive the values of the q{th approximation.Example 2 Consider the system of equationsfrom our last example and assume we are goingto compute its solution over lattice D = f0 @1g with height 1.Removing least �xpoint iteration on fx1; x2gresults in: x1 = f1 (hx2; 1i; hy; 1i)x2 = f2 (hz; 1i; hx2 ; 1i)hx1; 1i = f1 (hx; 0i; hy; 0i)hx2; 1i = f2 (hz; 0i; hx; 0i)hx1; 0i = ?hx2; 0i = ?y = g (z; y)hy; 1i = g (hz; 1i; hy; 1i)hy; 0i = g (hz; 0i; hy; 0i)

z = hx1hz; 1i = h hx1; 1ihz; 0i = h hx; 0iwith hierarchy H = (hX1; �i) where X1 =fy; hy; 1i; hy; 0ig. Note that variables xi; hxi; jinow have become auxiliary. 2We have:Proposition 4 Let � be an environment forS (and hence also for each Sh�; qi). Then thefollowing holds:1. jSh�; qij � (q + 1) � jSj.2. Sh�; qi can be constructed from S in timeO((q + 1) � jSj).3. If q = h � #Xk+1 and Xk+1 : � then[[S]] � x = [[Sh?; qi]] � x for all x 2 Xwhere variable assignment ? maps everyx 2 Xk+1 to ?.In case Xk+1 : �, the same holds true if? is replaced with >, mapping every x 2Xk+1 to >. 2Proof. We only consider Assertion (3). LetX 0 = XnXk+1 and Sk denote the k{th sub-system of S. Consider monotonic functionG : (Xk+1 ! D) ! Xk+1 ! D given byG � x = [[ex]] (� + � + [[Sk]] (� + �)). W.l.o.g.Xk+1 is quali�ed as �. Then [[S]] �, restrictedto Xk+1, equals the least �xpoint �� of G. SinceD has height h, �� = Gq? for q = h �#Xk+1.Now consider hierarchical system S0 = Sh?; qi.Assertion 3 follows if we were able to prove forevery 0 � j � q (for simplicity, we introducehx; qi as a renaming of x):(1) If x 2 Xk+1 then [[S0]] � hx; ji = Gj ? x.(2) If x 62 Xk+1 then [[S0]] � hx; ji = [[Sk]] (�+Gj ?) x.It is not di�cult to see that Claim (2) holds forj whenever Claim (1) holds for j. Therefore,we concentrate on a proof of Claim (1).4



We proceed by induction on j. For j = 0,Claim (1) holds by de�nition. Now assumej > 0. Then we know that [[S0]] � hx; ji =[[ehx;ji]] (� + [[S0]] �) = [[ex]] (� + �) where� y = [[S0]] � hy; j � 1i. By induction hy-pothesis, � y = Gj�1 ? y if y 2 Xk+1 and� y = [[Sk]] (� + Gj�1?) y otherwise. Butthen, by the de�nition of G, [[S0]] � hx; ji =[[ex]] (�+Gj�1?+[[Sk]] (�+Gj�1?)) = Gj ? xfor every x 2 Xk+1 which we wanted to prove.2Note that syntactical unrolling of �xpoint com-putations is as well possible for sets Xj , j <k + 1. To eliminate iteration on Xj, we sim-ply replace subsystem Sj with system Sjh�; qiwhere q = h � #Xj and � = ? if Xj : � and� = > otherwise.We combine Fact 1 together with Prop. 4 toderive our main Theorem:Theorem 1 Assume S is a normalized hier-archical system of alternation depth d > 1 withn iteration variables. Then there exists a sys-tem S0 of alternation depth 1 with identical setof free variables such that the following holds:1. If d is even, jS0j � (h�nd + 1)d=2 � jSj;If d is odd, jS0j � ( h�nd�1 + 1)(d+1)=2 � jSj;2. jS0j can be constructed in time propor-tional to its size;3. [[S]] � x = [[S0]] � x for every environment� and every variable x of S.Proof. Repeatedly applying Prop. 4 to thesubsystems of S we either may remove fromthe hierarchy all subsets quali�ed with � or allsubsets quali�ed with � . Subsequent normal-ization according to Fact 1 yields the desiredsystem S0. It remains to estimate the size ofS0.For the following calculations we �rst recallthat for all x1; : : : ; xr 2 N, x1 + : : : + xr � mimplies that x1 � : : : � xr � (mr )r.Let n1; : : : ; ns be the sequence of sizes ofthe sets in the hierarchy quali�ed as � andm1; : : : ;mt the corresponding sequence for sets

quali�ed as �. If we remove all sets quali�ed �from the hierarchy, we obtain from Prop. 4:jS0j � (n1h+ 1) � � � (nsh+ 1) � jSjLikewise, if we remove all sets quali�ed � fromthe hierarchy, we obtainjS0j � (m1h+ 1) � � � (mth+ 1) � jSjWe may remove that kind of quali�cationwhere sizes sum up to � n=2. W.l.o.g. assumethat this is the case for �, i.e., n1 + : : :+ ns �n=2.First assume d is even. Then s = t = d=2.Hence,(n1h+ 1) � � � (nsh+ 1) � (nh2s + 1)s� (nhd + 1)d=2Now consider the case where d is odd. Since(d� 1)=2 � s; t � (d+ 1)=2, we have:(n1h+ 1) � � � (nsh+ 1) � (nh2s + 1)s� ( nhd� 1 + 1)(d+1)=2and our assertion follows. 2Finally applying Prop. 2, we conclude:Corollary 2 The solution of a normalizedsystem S of alternation depth d > 1 and withn iteration variables can be computed in timeO(h � ( h�nd�1 + 1)dd=2e � jSj). 2Corollary 3 A �xpoint expression e with al-ternation depth d > 1 and n occurrences of �or � can be evaluated in timeO(h � ( h�nd�1 + 1)dd=2e � jej). 25 Discussion and ConclusionWe presented a simple method for computingthe solution of hierarchical system S of equa-tions. The algorithm has the same or even5



slightly better estimation of its worstcase com-plexity than the one sketched in [12]. Addi-tional bene�t is gained from the new distinc-tion between iteration variables and auxiliaryones.In light of our exposition, the algorithmic ideaof Long et al. in [12] can be interpreted asevaluating system S0 (which we constructed bysyntactical �xpoint removal) without explicitlyconstructing S0. Their hope is that usually �x-points are reached after much fewer iterationsthan theoretically possible.It seems, however, that this potential gain mayas well be achieved by our method if we donot construct S0 in advance which clearly maycause a tremendous waste in space and timebut create an algorithmic description of it andapply some general demand{driven equationsolver (e.g., the one from [10]) which builds upthe system to be evaluated \by need".A practical evaluation on real world bench-marks is highly desirable to �nd out whetherthe presented theoretical improvement alsoleads to practical improvements over exist-ing conventional algorithms, e.g., the one ofCleaveland, Klein and Ste�en [7].Acknowledgement: Many thanks to Andr�eArnold who patiently listened to roughsketches of the ideas and encouraged submis-sion for publication.6 References[1] H.R. Andersen: Model Checking and BooleanGraphs. TCS 126(1), 3{30, 1994[2] A. Arnold, P. Crubille: A Linear Time Algo-rithm for Solve Fixpoint Equations on Tran-sition Systems. Inf. Proc. Letters (29), 57{66,1988[3] O. Bernholtz, M.V. Vardi, P. Wolper: AnAutomata{Theoretic Approach to Branching{Time Model Checking (Extended Abstract).Proc. 6th Conf. Computer Aided Veri�cation(CAV), LNCS 818, 142{155, 1994[4] G. Bhat, R. Cleaveland: E�cient Local ModelChecking for Fragments of the Modal �-Calculus". Proc. Tools and Al;gorithms for
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